
Relative Clauses (which/where/whose/who/whom)

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Distracting as all this is, however, happy is the man ________ does not
hear a goat lamenting in the night.
1. who

These earthly luminaries, ________ duty it was to elect a new Emperor,
were the Archbishops of Mainz, Cologne, and Trèves, and the temporal
princes of Bohemia, Brandenburg, Saxony, and the Palatine of the Rhine.

2. whose

Each speaker finished by coming forward with one of the smaller things in
his hand, ________ he offered personally to Louis, and then shook hands
with us all and retired.

3.
which

His first notable exploit occurred in 1788, when, as sergeant, he
commanded a section of the Marines ________ duty it was to maintain order
at Grenoble during the troubles which preceded the outbreak of the
Revolution.

4.
whose

The wind, ________ had slept in the sunshine of the morning, rose in the
afternoon, and the dust whirled in little clouds where men or animals moved.
5. which

Of these lay clerks or choirmen there was always one ________ duty it
was to be constantly present at every service, to sing or say the responses as
the leader or representative of the laity.

6. whose

He was standing with his back to the fire, ________ was burning though
the weather was warm, and the tails of his coat were hanging over his arms
as he kept his hands in his pockets.

7. which

The word had a special sense as the name for those almsmen attached to
cathedral and other churches, ________ duty it was to pray for the souls of
deceased benefactors.

8.
whose

He was at his window one morning and witnessed a certain scene
________ took place in the court beneath.
9.

which

To complicate the situation the general was encumbered by a civil
Commission, ________ duty it was to supervise the governments of the
Cisalpine Republic.

10.
whose
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In comparison with the man ________ had just addressed him, the tutor
of his undergraduate recollections was a vigorous and sociable human being.
11. who

Six years ago "Gaspings for Immortality" was published, advertised,
praised by the professionals ________ business it is to boost their publishers'
authors.

12.
whose

Nobody dreamed of contradicting an old man of seventy, and besides,
every one was willing to overlook fidelity to the old order of things in a man
________ had been violently despoiled.

13.

who

Each of the boys had a stone in his hand, ________ he was just throwing
into the brook.
14. which

But Rosny, ________ business it was to know all things, had had dealings
with Jean-aux-Choux.
15. whose

Sever was under the command of John Holland, Earl of Huntingdon,
________ business it was to guard the barbacan, or fortress at the south end
of the bridge, and to keep up the English communications with the south of
Normandy.

16.
whose

I mean even people ________ don't know her.17. who

Man ________'s lost his head.18. who

It was Mrs. Gourlay ________ opened the door to him.19. who

The wind, ________ had been blowing most of the day, dropped, at
evening, and a dense fog floated in.
20. which
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